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	Title: How Much Resistance Can A Hot-Air Engine Handle?
	School: Cardinal Community Academy- Keenesburg, CO
	Sponsor: Sarah Johnson
	Abstract: In my project, I tested how many gears of resistance a hot air engine can withstand before coming to a stop using five lego gears and a medium-sized lego wheel with a tire resting on the engine’s flywheel. I hypothesized that the engine would remain in good performance for the majority of the five trials I conducted because the more gears I added per trial, the harder it is for the engine to run the flywheel. First, I conducted the first trial with no additional gears of resistance; the engine's performance remained strong. For the second trial, I lifted the arm off of the flywheel and placed one additional gear of resistance; the engine still remained strong in speed and torque. For the third trial I repeated the lifting process and added a second additional gear of resistance; the engine still kept going strong. However, for the fourth trial, the third additional gear drastically slowed down the engine RPM, but it slowly caught back up to speed. For the fifth and final trial, the fourth and final additional gear of resistance was added, and within seconds, the engine slowed and came to a stop. Next, I gathered videos of each trial along with the starting process and it slowing down after removing the resistance gear arm. I measured the changes to the engine torque and RPM during each trial. In the fourth and fifth trials, the engine drastically slowed down and eventually stopped on the fifth. My hypothesis was correct, the engine put up a strong performance for the majority of the trials. Finally on the last trial, it had too much resistance and stopped. To conclude, if I were to ever conduct this experiment again, I would rebuild the resistance mechanism to be more functional as well as more conventional. I would also try to find a real steam engine, due to a lack of the appropriate steam engine that I intended to use in the really fun experiment.
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